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The Leaders and Chief Executives of the 8 Northamptonshire Councils
met the County’s MPs on 21st March to discuss the progress made on
our Local Government Reform programme. At that meeting we agreed
to review the current programme and reflect on what we needed to do
next. We also agreed that significant benefits could be achieved if we
looked at delivering a single integrated plan with a greater focus on our
future ambition and transformation.

This document presents our initial thoughts about how we might do
this. It sets out some of our key priorities and the potential that
delivering transformation earlier might bring both financially and for
our residents. We are all clear that positive outcome for residents and
businesses in the two new unitary authorities is what should drive
everything we do.

Our Integrated Plan will need to bring together the LGR transformation
programme, the County Council’s transformation activities and the
disaggregation and aggregation planning. This will ensure we establish
two safe and legal new authorities and we use our combined resources
and skills to drive transformation and give us the best possible chance
of successfully delivering all our aims and priorities.

We all know that the operating context of local government continues
to be challenging. Demand for services is increasing alongside the
public’s expectation and this is outstripping our available funding. But
there are now clear opportunities for us.

One of the key areas to unlock potential income and improved
outcomes is growth. We need to have a greater voice and role within
the Oxford, Cambridge growth Arc and continue to build on the
strategies for growth in the North of the County. Growth will drive
better prospects for our residents, investment in our infrastructure and
in turn more jobs and housing. A joined up focus on growth needs to be
integral to our plans. One example would be the “Future High Streets”
initiative where we want to maximise opportunities for the North and
West Authorities but avoid competing between areas for investment,
customers and new businesses.

This proposal sets out an 
integrated plan approach 
to delivering local 
government reform and 
transformation. It 
progresses the 
announcement made by 
the Secretary of State on 
the creation of the two 
new unitary authorities 
and the agreed timescale 
for their vesting day.  

Executive 
Summary

Local Government reform and the creation of two new unitary councils
will create opportunities for bring services together across local
government such as waste collection & disposal and trading standards
& regulatory services such as environmental health

Within the County our wider Health and Social Care system faces
significant demand pressure and has only just commenced the
improvement journey. We need to continue to reduce delayed
discharges, but also reduce admissions, as both drive our cost. Without
a Local Government driven shared plan to address this, the
improvements and transformation will slow and costs will grow. This is
an area that is key to unlocking future sustainability and benefits for
our residents.

The County Council’s Children’s Social Services have also been
challenging and, following an OFSTED review, the Secretary of State
appointed a Commissioner for Children's to propose the best model for
delivering the required improvement. The future of Children’s Services
needs to be considered in the context of Local Government reform.

We know there are many competing pressures. In this document we
have set out a plan that shows what we might achieve together. We
have also set out some clear transformation opportunities. The
Secretary of State has announced a 2021 go live, so these
transformation opportunities will help fund our LGR transition and
deliver more benefits alongside reorganisation, which we can already
start working on.

Either way this is a once in a generation opportunity to develop and
transform services so they are modern, financially resilient and future-
proof, learning from national best practice and making informed
decisions about the future. This can only be achieved by working
together to deliver a positive future.
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